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Abstract 

In today’s world, the generalized technology among the navigation application is Localization and 

Tracking. The idea presented here is for the welfare of fishermen for travelling in the safer regions on 

the sea bed making sure that they do not enter into the region of the adjacent country. The water area 

is categorized into zones with the help of GPS namely Secure Zone and Intermediate Zone. The 

Intermediate zone stands as a border line that is shared by the adjacent country. The anglers are 

allowed to angle the entire space of the Secure Zone. While angling by the fisherman, if the ship 

trespasses from the Secure Zone to the intermediate zone (which is the border line) and enters the 

region of the adjacent country, a caution alert is being shipped to the fisherman. Failing by the 

fisherman in responding to the caution alert sent and not moving their crafts back to the Secure Zone 

will lead to the fisherman losing his control over the ship and will be taken by the Check Room which 

is back in the Harbor with help of ZigBee and Fishermen’s Manual. In this way the illegal 

transportation is being reported and are noted. This framework makes a difference in anglers to 

cruise in secure zone without venturing into inconvenience. The US sensor are used for the display 

which will help the anglers to look out on the impediment way. The option of sending a crisis message 

to the room is being provided to the fishermen in case of emergency so that the coast protect can 

reach them out for help. 

Keywords: Global Positioning System (GPS), Ultra Sonic(US). 

 
  I.INTRODUCTION 

Tracking applications typically believe a standard  

framework and coordinate system to which they  
will tie their operation and a communication  

system to transfer information about the tracked entity to the tracker. Radio-frequency  

identification (RFID) may be a technology that uses radio waves to transfer data from an 

electronic tag called RFID tag or label attached to an object, through a reader for the aim of 
identifying and tracking the thing. Some RFID tags are often read from several meters away and  

beyond the road of sight of the reader. The area, counting on the space and depth of water is 

assessed as fisherman area, intermediate area and zone. The position of the boat is continuously 
monitored using RFI. Whenever a fisherman crosses the fisherman zone, an alert intimation is 

given to fishermen if fishermen cross the zone intimation are given, if no response is shown by 

boat the control of boat is administered by room in port for investigation.  
 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In [1], a replacement approach for efficiently determining the unwanted interfering samples within the 

reference window for the ordered statistics constant warning rate detector, supported the appliance of 
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the knowledge theoretic criteria principle. Any information needn’t been given earlier for the 

interfering targets in the Forward Automatic Order Selection Ordered Statistics Detector. The 

depicted design aims to enhance the Ordered Statistics Constant warning rate detector performance 

under severe interference situations. The amount of interfering targets is obtained by minimizing the 

knowledge theoretic criteria. The performance of the proposed method versus the classical OS-CFAR, 

the AND-CFAR and therefore the OR-CFAR detectors are presented and discussed with simulation. 

 

In [2], “Extraction of boat harmonic signatures from passive sonar”, This is based on the remains of 

the sensory marks from the little water framework with the help of inactive sonar. The noises that are 

obtained from the ships are corresponding and contradicted with the engine and propeller. In order to 

eliminate the little noises, the idea of signal processing method. Kalman filters helps in emulating the 

fundamental frequencies of the received tones from the ship. After the cleaning it generates the 

required frequencies for the boat. Output Displayed are those that appear the warmth calculations 

capacity to extricate these marks. 

In [3], “Acoustic ship signature measurements by cross-correlation method,” The proposed idea is 

based on the movement and obstacles through sonar pictures through substitution system. It is 

designed in intending for the submerged vehicles, to depict their movement and to assist them with 

help of sonar sensor. The current up to date pictures are being given as the input to the system. The 

main reason to avoid the obstructions if any and for the easy movement of submerged vehicles 

without facing much difficulties. This is help in cautioning the obstruction if any, so that steps can be 

taken to avoid before the worse could take place. The streaming of real time images gives more detail 

information which empowers to optimize the preprocessing stages. Once the obstacle is identified 

suitable measures are taken to tackle it. This idea has been working good with the minor obstacles but 

fails in major complex obstacles to predict and tackle faster. 

In [4], “AUV (REDERMOR) impediment discovery and evasion exploratory evaluation”, This paper 

basically deals with Independent Submerged Vehicles (AUV) i.e., the performance study with 

respective to the submerged vehicles such that they are supposed to have a detail and complete 

knowledge on the on goings and should be prepared for both expected and u expected situations. 

Whereas the primary mission of an AUV is information collection, by and large accomplished with a 

side check sonar or a multi bar sonar, another key errand is to guaranty its claim security. 

In [5], the indisputable continuous wide band of audible immersed frequency is produced as a result 

of formation of vapour activities at the back of the revolving shafts of the rotor. The microphone 
which is present over the ocean floor detecting sound waves under water acknowledged these acoustic 

waves inside the water medium. These sound waves backscattered from the borders of the shallow 

water means ended in showing multichannel segments at water inducers. The Lloyd’s reflect plan is 

produces as a result of resistance between the expedite path and multichannel segments. It appears 
that the water inducers can calculate the hour of the high speed submarines when it passes the sensor. 

It is done by making use of the authentic information and using water inducers that can calculate the 

delay of the multichannel segments. Besides, by using the assembled estimations of the delay of 
multichannel segments, nonlinear smallest square method is introduced to judge the three criteria of 

the marine submarines. This method is outstretched to evaluated the additional five criteria of growth 

which portrays the complete path of the submarine’s journey, making use of the varied arrival time 
estimates at each point of water inducers forming a four entity group. The rotating rotors of a speedy 

submarine develops bubbles in the aqua which persists for a short time. These bubbles consisting of a 

very large number of backscatterings are detected under water by using high frequency (HF) energetic 

sonar transmissions. The position of the submarines can be identified by the locality of echoed 
signals. The HF sonars are used to detect the movements of the underwater plungers and boats in the 
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time of darkness. Sonar imagery capturing the hop boat wakes and the takeoff of two submerged 
swimmers in shallow waters connecting to a oceanic base are shown. 

 

 

 
 

         

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The Main aim of the proposed system is that, the fishermen who go for fishing should not cross the 

international border. If they do, they are in the risk of being arrested or even being killed under the 
suspicion as terrorists.  

 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig1. System Architecture 

 

To prevent this, we are introducing an alert system to intimate safe zone, intermediate, danger zones. 
Through this alert they travel in safe zones. If they cross the border an intimation of danger zone is 

indicated. If the boat does not respond to the alert, boat comes under the control of the control room 

through ZIGBEE transceiver. The motor driver is controlled control room to get the boat to shore. 
There is a danger of the boat being run on to a rock. For this, an Ultrasonic sensor is utilized to 

assist anglers to discover deterrent on way. In case of a mishap, a crisis button is given on 

the gadget so that they can send a message to the coast protect and call them for offer assistance. By 

this the anglers are given more security and they feel secured. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
The performance analysis of the proposed system,” Fishermen safety using tri-zonal alert” is shown in 

fig 2. The result of the chart shows advantages over the already existing system.  
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Fig 2. Performance analysis of proposed system 

 
The figure 2 Shows the comparison between the proposed and other Existing systems. The Obstacle 

avoidance is almost equal when compared to the other existing systems but border alert is analyzed to 

be very high when compared to the existing system. Thus increasing the overall safety of fisherman 
by 20.33% when compared to other existing systems. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, we have proposed the method for detecting and tracking various sea-surface targets that 

is, Still and moving objects with or without wake and cavitations noise and safety to fishermen is 

provided at a higher level by partitioning the sea into three zones and proving alert to the fishermen 
not to cross the country’s border which could save the lives fishermen lives.  

 

VI. FUTURE WORK 
 

In the future, we can extend the system by integrating the concepts of introduction to wake and protest 

measure within the highlighted state vector. The current architecture of the system involves expensive 

devices which may not be economical to all the countries. So, in forthcoming days we can make the 
product more economical without disturbing the capability of the system. 
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